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Words by Caoilfhionn Rose

preserving the old but embracing the new!

To visit Vienna is to step back in time. To walk the streets
that were once walked by musical legends, exemplary
artists and world-class thinkers. The cobbled streets, wide
boulevards and topsy-turvy avenues of the city centre
are bordered by the glistening Danube River, connecting
Vienna to stately Budapest. The remnants of Secessionism
- the art movement heralded by a band of renegade writers,
artists and architects - are still scattered throughout the
city, but to mistake Vienna as just an old world art centre
would be to dismiss the contemporary trend waves flowing
through Austria's capital. Still, a visit to the floral tiles of
Otto Wagner’s art nouveau apartment blocks is still worth
it for the photo opportunity!
While Baroque palaces, horse-drawn carriages and
homages to Mozart still crowd the streets of Vienna, 23
diverse districts comprise the melting pot city that connects
eastern and western Europe with a flair of panache. It has
long been a hub for expats and countrymen alike, making
even the most cultured tourist feel at home and creating
a contemporary, independent art scene that would make
the Austrian Greats beam with pride.
Join us as we explore beyond the background of an
imperial past in Vienna.
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Blue Mustard

One of Vienna's hottest restaurants, dimmed
backlighting, gothic windows and a wallto-wall neon-lit map of Vienna helps diners
to reimagine their dining experience.

House of Time

—Where to Stay—
House of Time

@houseoftimevienna

House of Time
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A boutique private residence
in the heart of Vienna's
Leopoldstadt District, House
of Time offers guests an
alternative to mundane hotel
suites. The meticulously
preserved 19th century building
could be missed if you're not
equipped with Google Maps,
as exclusivity and privacy are
at the core of House of Time's
values.
Board the hidden elevator
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to your private floor, where
doors will open into your lavish
suite. Each suite is the vision
of a world-renowned interior
designer, offering its very own
high-end interior concepts,
unlike any hotel we've ever
stayed in. From the Roman
opulence of Caesar's Palace to
the natural embrace of Garden
of Eden, each suite represents a
moment in time, adorned with
luxury touches like a white rose
covered ceilings and bespoke
Swarovski crystal mirrors.
Quirks like the world’s
largest and healthiest beds, a
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market-fresh gourmet breakfast
in your suite, free mini bar,
as well as a free hotel bar and
wine cellar, coupled with
360-degree views of the world's
most liveable city make this
one of the best hotels we've ever
visited.
Owner Natalie descends the
spiral marble staircase upon
guests arrival, elegant and filled
with passion for her brainchild.
An expert in finer luxuries,
Natalie has created in House of
Time not just a hotel residence,
but a work of art. Stay here for a
truly exceptional experience.

—Where to Eat—
Blue Mustard

@blue_mustard
A street-food truck welcomes
you in the foyer of this
centuries-old building, setting

the scene for what's to come
at Blue Mustard. One of
Vienna's hottest restaurants,
dimmed backlighting, gothic
windows and a wall-to-wall
neon-lit map of Vienna helps
diners to reimagine their
dining experience. This,
alongside Alexander Mayer's
'Journey Menus' makes for an
unforgettable, well, journey.
Explore the taste of Vienna
through reinvented traditional
dishes before dashing off to
New York with the freshest
Waldorf Salad paired with an
exceptional Manhattan, before
eventually ending up with the
aromas of Paris filling your
nostrils after a flying visit to
Tokyo. No, we weren't chugging
absinthe while dining at Blue
Mustard, but simply travelling
the world through their cocktail
pairing Journey menu.
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Taste the world through
this contemporary take on
the traditional 'international
cuisine' offer seen at most
restaurants, pairing incredibly
inventive cuisine with expert
libations and a knowledge of
global cultures that would
challenge even ours. An
absolute must when visiting
Vienna!
Labstelle

@labstelle
An upmarket bistro in the
heart of the city, Labstelle is
renowned for it ambitious
seasonal, rural and regional fare
and commitment to sourcing
the finest local produce. Taking
the slow food movement to
the next level, Labstelle makes
farm to table cool (for those
who don't recognise the benefits
already!) Most of the produce
used by Labstelle is produced in
a biological way and anything
that can be homemade by
the restaurant's chefs is. The
homemade bread is like eating
a cloud! We recommend the
Pigeon with rosé and vol-auvent parsnip for those who like
something a little different, and
the Signature Gin & Tonics are
an essential thirst quencher.

—What to Do—
Galerie OstLicht

@ostlichtvienna
Seeking to create collaborative
projects between established
artists and rising stars, Galerie
OstLicht is a photography
enthusiast's dream. Newcomers
like FOAM Talents winner
Stefanie Moshammer have work
showcased alongside worldclass photographers like Swiss
legend René Burri in this gallery
designed as a meeting space for
photography lovers. Located in
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it by leaving your smartphone
at the door, taking a seat on
a reclaimed armchair and
enjoying the wonders of
screen-less goods.
Viennacontemporary

@viennacontemporary

a former bakery in Vienna's 10th
district, the gallery is helping
to shape the future of Vienna's
newest cultural centre, which is
ever-evolving through a variety
of art forms.
Song

@song_vienna
Scrubbed walls, hanging plants
and linear spacial curation
makes this Praterstrasse based
store irresistible. Progressive
fashion, homeware and beauty
products from European and
international brands, as well as
Song's own label collection are
a mainstay in store, surrounded
by in-house art and furniture
exhibitions on one-off evening
cameos.

Supersense

@supersense
A rare gem in today's world, this
analogue-only café and concept
store prides itself on fulfilling
"its mission of materially
reducing the irrevocable
atrophy of analogue assets in
a digital world." And my god
does it succeed! Located on
the Venetian palazzo, the store
sells wares from local makers,
shakers, tinkerers, inventors, or
- as they so lovingly describe it "guardians of analogue". An inhouse recording studio attracts
exceptional talent hoping to
cut their new record onto top
quality vinyl. Rethinking the
role of the old in the digital age
is daring, so be sure to embrace
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Every autumn, outstanding
galleries, exciting newcomers,
and established stars
gather in the name of
viennacontemporary – Austria’s
art fair, which puts Vienna
in the spotlight of the global
contemporary art scene for an
entire week. With its focus on
Central and Eastern Europe
and its unparalleled service,
viennacontemporary has
managed to establish a unique
position in the international art
calendar and has become an
indispensable event not to be
missed by art aficionados and
professionals from all over
the world.
Vienna is more ahead of the
curve than we initially thought
and exploring the eclectic city
for 3 days had us yearning for
more. There seems to be a new
hotel, new restaurant or new
trend around every corner,
making it difficult to keep
up. Same-sex couples change
from green to read at road
House of Coco

Supersense
crossings, highlighting Vienna's
progressive thinking. The
famous Karlsplatz metro station,
designed by Otto Wagner is
also a busy bar. Restaurants rely
on local produce to take diners
on a trip around the world and
hotels take inspiration from
ancient times to encapsulate
modern interior design. It's
the fast-paced, ever-evolving
culture that makes Vienna the
suave city of old palaces and
new ideas.
Getting there and around
Flights to Vienna are operated
from multiple airports across
the UK by easyJet, British
Airways, Eurowings and FlyBe.

However, be warned that flying
in winter can cause issues
as Vienna is prone to heavy
snowfall.
Strangely, Uber isn’t very
popular in Vienna and it seems
to be on a capped rate in the
city centre. However, Blacklane
(blacklane.com) - a private hire
car company operating in 250
cities worldwide - is at your
service for airport transfers and
city touring. Slick, professional
and incredibly luxurious, it’s the
perfect way to arrive on your
Austrian mini-break. I felt like
a secret agent pulling up to the
private entrance of House of
Time in a black Mercedes with
tinted windows!
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